Jet
Management

A TURNKEY PROGRAM
Our Jet Management program provides all of the benefits of owning a whole aircraft with
none of the usual management and maintenance responsibilities, relieving customers
of the burdens associated with owning and maintaining an aircraft. In addition, by
placing an aircraft in the CitationAir™ fleet, enabling us to charter the aircraft to our other
customers, a revenue stream is created for Jet Management aircraft owners that
significantly defrays their costs.
Jet Management offers CitationAir whole aircraft owners a unique opportunity to have
their Citation aircraft managed and maintained under the rigorous service and safety
standards for which CitationAir is known.
What’s more, Jet Management owners have access to our entire fleet of aircraft, so they’re
never grounded by routine maintenance or restricted by aircraft size. Jet Management
aircraft owners can even arrange to use multiple aircraft simultaneously.

Our Jet Management program makes owning and maintaining your investment
refreshingly carefree. While you, as the owner, are responsible for all operating costs,
including fuel, maintenance and pilot services, our program provides a myriad of
benefits in terms of efficiency and cost:

Maintenance Management

Engine Program

Who better to service your aircraft than the experts
who manufactured it? The CitationAir maintenance
team, at Cessna service centers, manages all
aspects of maintaining your aircraft in accordance with
Cessna’s approved program. Cessna Service Centers
are located throughout the United States and perform
both unscheduled and scheduled maintenance.

To reduce financial risks associated with engine
maintenance and overhaul, Jet Management aircraft
are enrolled in an engine program such as Pratt &
Whitney’s Eagle Service Plan, William’s TAP Program
or the CitationAir engine management program.

ProParts Program

The insurance on the aircraft that covers the physical
property of the jet and bodily injury liability up to $300
million is purchased through CitationAir. As a result,
owners enjoy the highly favorable rates reserved for
large fleet operators with exemplary safety records.

Jet Management aircraft are automatically enrolled
in Cessna’s ProParts program, which supplies
replacement parts required for scheduled and
unscheduled maintenance.

Insurance

Fuel Management

Flight Operations and Support

Fuel savings enjoyed by Jet Management owners
are significant. Taking advantage of fleet purchasing
power, our fuel manager negotiates rates with fixed
based operators, and the savings are passed on
to owners.

CitationAir’s state-of-the-art Operations Center
oversees nearly 100,000 flight hours of activity each year.
Seasoned experts control all flight activity to ensure an
unparalleled level of safety and service.

Jet Management aircraft are placed on CitationAir’s
Part 135 Operations Specifications and FAR Part 91(k)
Management Specifications at no cost, and owners
are not assessed any ongoing administration fees.

Your personal Account Manager will oversee all day-to-day
details such as taking reservations, ensuring accurate
billing statements and monitoring the charter activity on
your aircraft. In addition, Customer Service Representatives
are available 24/7 to assist with reservations or any
last-minute changes.
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